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MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small noncoding RNAs implicated in regulation of a wide array of biological processes in plants and metazoans, including metabolic pathways, development and many disease processes including cancers. There is an extensive literature on the roles of miRNAs in organismal development, from early embryogenesis to lineage commitment, and formation and maturation of cellular subtypes and complex tissues. In this review, we will focus on the roles of miRNAs in the earliest stages of metazoan development, and in the establishment and maintenance of pluripotent progenitor cells from which all foetal tissues arise.
miRNAs in early embryogenesis
It is likely that miRNAs are essential at the earliest stages of development, although there appears to be somewhat conflicting evidence on this point. It may be that there are some species-specific differences in the roles of miRNAs in development. However, many of the discrepancies can be attributed to differences in experimental design, the contribution of maternal proteins and maternal miRNAs, and differences in the life cycles of specific organisms.
Many experiments have been performed by knocking out dicer and dgcr8, two enzymes involved in miRNA biogenesis, in various organisms. In the nematode C. elegans, dcr-1 Ϫ/Ϫ worms are viable, but infertile, and have some partially penetrant developmental abnormalities, such as absent alae and a burst vulva phenotype [1, 2] . dicer1 Ϫ/Ϫ zebrafish hatch and appear normal for the first week after fertilization, then start having decreased activity and growth arrest, and eventually die between 14 and 21 days after fertilization [3] . Mouse embryos lacking dicer1 or dgcr8 expression displayed more severe defects than their nematode and zebrafish counterparts. By embryonic day E7.5, there were 50% fewer than expected dicer1 Ϫ/Ϫ embryos, and the dicer1 Ϫ/Ϫ [6] . Interestingly, microinjection of members of the mir-430 family of miRNAs, which are highly expressed in the wild-type early embryo [7] , into MZdicer embryos at the one-cell stage rescued brain morphogenesis, but not heart development [6] .
The [9] .
Roles of specific miRNAs in early embryogenesis
Evidence that a small number of specific miRNAs are critical for early embryonic development was provided by a series of experiments from the Plasterk laboratory. miRNA expression profiling of zebrafish embryos at different stages of development [7] revealed that the mir-430 family of miRNAs were highly expressed between 5 and 48 hrs after fertilization. Several members of the mir-430 family were able to rescue the brain morphogenesis defect when injected at the one-cell stage into embryos deficient in maternal and zygotic dicer [6] . It was also proposed that the mir-430 family contributes to clearance of maternal mRNAs, an important step in the maternal-to-zygotic transition [6] . The mRNA expression profiles of dicer-deficient embryos and dicer-deficient embryos complemented with injected mir-430 were compared to identify putative mir-430 target mRNAs. The set of identified mRNAs was enriched both for mRNAs with mir-430 target sequences in their 3ЈUTRs and for maternally expressed mRNAs. There was also evidence that the targeted mRNAs were destabilized by deadenylation. [11] . [12] ). The mir-430 family has been implicated in the tuning of Nodal activity by down-regulating both the Nodal agonist squint and the Nodal antagonist lefty [13] . [14] and hESCs [15] [21] .
In Drosophila, temporal reciprocity of expression of the mir-309 family and their predicted target mRNAs across the maternal-tozygotic transition has been observed
The zebrafish model has also been used to elucidate functional targets of the mir-430 family. Nodal is a TGFb family member that activates a signalling pathway involved in left-right axis determination and mesoderm induction (reviewed in
Roles of specific miRNAs in embryonic stem cells miRNA profiling of mouse and human embryonic stem cells (mESCs and hESCs) has been performed using a variety of methods, and has been used to identify candidate miRNAs that may be important in establishing or maintenance of the pluripotent phenotype. Cloning and sequencing of novel miRNAs using standard methods has been used to identify miRNA expressed in mESCs
Two common limitations among these four sequencing studies were insufficient depth of sequencing and lack of replication, with a single library constructed and sequenced for each sample. Given that the error rates seen in high-throughput sequencing sets can be quite substantial, and that different miRNAs can display vastly different copy numbers, ranging from one to tens of thousands of copies per cell, the expression levels of relatively rare miRNA species are not well measured until the number of reads is in the millions, which was only achieved in the Morin et al. study. The actual variance in the sequencing data cannot be estimated without adequate technical and biological replication, which was not achieved in any of the sequencing studies. Each group used a different method for assessing whether candidate mature miRNA sequences represented 'real' miRNAs. These factors may explain why the overlap between lists of novel miRNAs reported in these four sequencing studies was so poor, with only a handful of sequences in common.
A
comprehensive microarray profiling analysis of miRNAs in hESCs in the context of a variety of multipotent and differentiated cell lines from our group [22] confirmed many of the results of previous studies, as well as introducing a number of new findings. It was observed that the group of miRNAs up-regulated in hESCs was enriched for oncogenic miRNAs, whereas the group of miRNAs down-regulated in hESCs was enriched for tumour suppressor miRNAs. A large cluster of miRNAs on chromosome 19 adjacent to the mir-371/372/373 cluster containing 54 miRNAs across 96 kb, as well as the small mir-302, mir-371/372/373, mir-17, mir-106a and mir-106b clusters were significantly up-regulated in hESCs.
The chromosome 19 cluster had initially been described as a placenta-specific cluster [23] . This study also found that a large imprinted cluster on chromosome 14 containing 57 miRNAs was significantly down-regulated in hESCs. This cluster of miRNAs is coordinately regulated with the upstream noncoding RNA GTL2/MEG3 [24] . Down-regulation of this cluster of miRNA has been associated with high tumour cell proliferation and poor survival in ovarian cancer patients, leading to the hypothesis that members of this cluster are tumour suppressor genes [25] . The homologous mouse chromosome 12 cluster was found to be highly expressed in the paper by Calabrese et al. discussed 
above, but because there were no non-ESC comparison cells in that study, it was not observed in that report that the expression of this cluster is actually lower in ESCs than in differentiated cells.
A recent report was published using ChIP-Seq to study chromatin occupancy of miRNA genes in mESCs [26] [18] , and the mir-427 family in Xenopus tropicalis, of which there are ~80 copies clustered in the genome [30] . As noted previously, the lack of depth of sequencing in the Landgraf et Table 2 Continued.
